LiCoO 2 , are regarded as the most promising LiCoO 2 43 derivatives that can potentially improve practical energy 44 density, reduce cost, and enhance safety characteristics of 45 batteries for fast-growing applications, such as electric vehicles 46 63 and results in reduced transition metal oxides on particle 64 surfaces, e.g., rocksalt formation. 4 In addition to the formation of intergranular cracks, pores 246 and layer exfoliation (intragranular cracks) were generated in 247 individual primary particles upon extended heating (10 h).
248 Figure S4 shows the TEM images of these individual particles.
249
The relatively dark and light colors are related to the thick and 250 thin regions of particles (mass−thickness contrast, Figure S4a ). Figure S2 ) were independently measured and are presented here. Figure 5b shows the snapshots of the intergranular 394 cracks. The shear stress is partially released after the channel 395 cracks propagate through the grain boundaries.
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Figure 5c depicts the distribution of oxygen vacancy 397 concentration within the NMC grains as a function of the 398 normalized time
2 , where L represents the 399 characteristic size of the NMC grain. The characteristic time 400 scale for oxygen transport is much longer than that of phase 401 transition. In addition, the chemical stability of the layered 402 structure before the phase transition prohibits the oxygen 403 Figure 5c shows 410 the evolution of the oxygen vacancies over time. The formation 411 of oxygen vacancies triggers considerable lattice expansion in 412 NMC. 57 The gradient of oxygen vacancy induces a field of 413 mismatch strain and thus stresses along the NMC grains as well 414 as within the grains, appending the shear stresses along the 415 grain boundaries caused by the phase transition. The resulting 416 stress field promotes intergranular cracks. Upon oxygen release, 417 the outer shell, which is enriched in oxygen vacancies, 418 undergoes a larger expansion than the core regime, generating 419 a compressive stress field near the surface and tensile stresses at 420 the center (Figure 5d ). As a consequence, the tensile stresses at 421 the center of a grain initiate and propagate an unstable radial 422 crack and cause breakdown of NMC grains, which are shown in 423 the inset of Figure 5d . The nucleation and propagation 424 direction of intragranular cracks depend on the profile of the 425 oxygen vacancies, the geometry of NMC grains, as well as the 426 size and orientation of the pre-existing defects. Therefore, one 427 can safely conclude that the FEM analysis is consistent with our 428 experimental observation, and the integrative approach of 429 experiments and modeling offer a good path toward under-430 standing the chemomechanical properties of cathode materials.
431
In conclusion, thermal and chemomechanical stability are 432 important for evaluating lithium ion batteries in terms of their 433 cycle life and safety characteristics. The oxygen activity and 434 evolution in NMC cathode materials, especially when charged 435 to high voltages and under thermal abuse conditions, can create 436 chemical and structural transformations that directly impact the 437 chemomechanical stability. By virtue of in situ ETEM and 438 synchrotron X-ray spectroscopy, we studied the oxygen release 439 induced chemomechanical breakdown of charged NMC 440 materials. Specifically, we observed the formation of inter-441 and intragranular cracks, pores, and layer−layer exfoliation 442 during the events of oxygen release, transition metal reduction, 443 and structural transformation. Additionally, the growth process 444 of intergranular cracks was quantified and monitored through 445 the finite element modeling, which indicated that the oxygen 446 In Situ Heating. Delithiated NMC particles were loaded on a 531 silicon nitride passivated silicon chip. The particles were 532 subsequently heated at 235°C by a local Joule heating element 533 integrated on the silicon chip. All in situ S/TEM images and 534 movies were recorded on a FEI Environmental Titan 535 instrument operated at 300 keV. A Denssolution MEMS 536 heating holder (Model Wildfire S3) was used to heat the 537 particles. Helium was flown through the objective volume in 538 the environmental TEM, and a pressure of 0.2 mbar in the 539 sample area was maintained during the in situ heating 540 experiment. Ex situ TEM images and electron energy loss 541 spectra (EELS) were acquired on a JEOL 2100 S/TEM 542 instrument operated at 200 keV.
543
Methodology of Finite Element Modeling. We performed 544 finite element simulations (FEM) to understand the stress and 545 intergranular/intragranular cracks in NMC under thermal 546 abuse conditions. Delithiated NMC is subject to the strain 547 field, ε = ε TE + ε PT + ε OR , where ε TE , ε PT , and ε OR represent the 548 strains induced by thermal expansion, phase transition, and 549 oxygen release, respectively. ε TE is considerably smaller than the 550 strains induced by phase transition and oxygen release.
55,57
551 Here we have ignored ε TE in the modeling. The phase-552 transition strain ε PT is highly anisotropic. A prior study using in 553 situ XRD measurements determined that the lattice constants 554 along a and c directions increased by 4.48% and 0.74% upon 555 the phase transition from the layered to spinel-like/rocksalt 556 structures, resulting in a triaxial strain field: ε a = ε b = 4.48% and 557 ε c = 0.74%. 55 For the oxygen release induced strain ε OR , it is 567 Similar to Li diffusion in the layered structure, oxygen diffusion 568 is dependent on orientation where the release rate within the 569 a−b plane is faster than that along the c direction. 4 The strain 570 fields ε PT and ε OR serve as the input of the FEM model, and the 571 stress field is solved within the framework of elasticity theory. 572 The cohesive zone model is employed to simulate the 573 nucleation and propagation of intergranular/intragranular 574 cracks. 38 When the energy release rate reaches the fracture 575 toughness of the grain boundaries or the interior grains, 576 intergranular or intragranular cracks initiate and propagate. All 577 the parameters used in simulation are listed in Table S1 . 
